2022 Glentunnel School OTJ Analysis Term 2 against Annual Targets
Leadership (14.06.22), Teacher PLD (20.06.22) - findings and discussion
Tabled to the BoT for Monday 27 June Mtg 4.
Our Internal Evaluation - 2020 - 2022 School Charter & Annual Plan strategic focus areas
SG1: Partnerships for Learning – To provide and promote educationally powerful partnerships that enhance student
learning and support cultural awareness, learning and understanding.

SG2: Responsive Curriculum – To provide an innovative curriculum that is localised with a strong bi-cultural focus
while being responsive and personalised to individual ākonga needs.

SG3: Wellbeing (Students and Staff) – To promote the health and wellbeing of all ākonga and kaimahi through
explicit planning and systems throughout the school.

SG4: Stewardship – The board meets statutory requirements and positively represents and serves the community. The
board scrutinises the work of the school in achieving the best student outcomes possible and evaluates its performance in
this role.
MOE Documents: Internal Evaluation: Good Practice November 2015
Effective School Evaluation - How to do and use evaluation for improvement and Internal Evaluation: Good
Practice provides support for, and examples of, effective internal evaluation.
Learner-Focused Evaluation Processes - We can do better – Noticing; Investigating; Collaborative Sense
Making; Prioritising to take Action and Monitoring and Evaluation Impact
2019 ERO advice to schools is to move away from using numbers/percentages in reports to describe student
targets, improvement and outcomes, instead replacing these with words like majority. ‘Majority’ is used
throughout this report to assist the BOT on student targets, improvement, and progress. ERO advisors use
‘Majority’ to be 75% and a ‘Large Majority’ to be 85%.

2022 ALL STUDENTS (103): OTJ Analysis Term 2 Overall Summary
Target ‘Large Majority’ (85%) by the End-of-Year (EOY)
2022 Targets

All Students (103)

Mid-Year Actual -

2021 Mid-Year

Reading:

Large Majority 85% (88/103 achieving AT and ABOVE)

79/103

77%

71/86

83%

Writing:

Large Majority 85% (88/103 achieving AT and ABOVE)

86/103

83%

72/86

84%

Maths:

Large Majority 85% (88/103achieving AT and ABOVE)

85/103

83%

79/86

92%

2022 Mid-Year (June) OTJ results
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2022 READING Targets: Based on 103 roll (not including 2 ORS): LARGE MAJORITY (85%)
2022 Large Majority of ALL students At or Above for reading learning year progression.
2021 End-of-Year Actual: 80/95 (84%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2020 EOY: 73/85 (86%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2019 EOY: 93/102 (91%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2018 EOY: 92/108 (85%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2022 Large Majority of all Māori students to be At or Above their reading learning progression.
2021 EOY: 11/11 (100%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2020 EOY: 9/10 (90%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2019 EOY: 15/16 (93%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2018 EOY: 10/12 (83%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2022 Large Majority of all Year 6 cohort students to be At or Above their reading learning progression.
2021 EOY: 12/14 (86%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2020 EOY: 9/12 (75%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2019 EOY: 21/22 (95%) achieving At or Above their reading learning progression
2018 EOY: no data
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2022 WRITING Targets: Based on 103 roll (not including 2 ORS): LARGE MAJORITY (85%)
2022 Large Majority of ALL students At or Above for writing year expectations.
2021 End-of-Year Actual: 81/95 (85%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2020 EOY: 66/85 (77%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2019 EOY: 82/102 (80%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2018 EOY: 88/108 (81%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations

2022 Large Majority of all Māori students At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations.
2021 EOY: 10/11 (91%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2020: EOY: 8/10 (80%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2019 EOY: 14/16 (87%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2018 EOY: 8/12 (67%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2022 Large Majority of all Year 6 cohort students to be At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations.

2021 EOY: 12/14 (86%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2020: EOY: 10/12 (83%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2019 EOY: 19/22 (86%) achieving At or Above for PaCT writing year expectations
2018 EOY: No data
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2022 Mathematics Targets: Based on 101 roll (not including 2 ORS): LARGE MAJORITY (85%)
2022 Large Majority of all students At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations.
2021: EOY: 88/95 (92.6%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2020 EOY: 71/85 (84%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2019 EOY: 94/102 (92%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2018 EOY: 92/108 (85%) achieving At or Above for mathematical y ear stage expectations

2022 Large Majority of all Māori students At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations.
2021: End-of-Year: 11/11 (100%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2020 EOY: 8/10 (80%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2019 EOY: 11/16 (69%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2018 EOY: 8/12 (67%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2022 Large Majority of all Year 6 cohort students to be At or Above for mathematical year stage
expectations.
2021: End-of-Year: 13/14 (93%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2020 EOY: 10/12 (83%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2019 EOY: 19/22 (86%) achieving At or Above for mathematical year stage expectations
2018 EOY: No data
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Comparative OTJ data - 2022 Mid-Year with 2021 Mid-Year
2022 June

2021 July

Observations:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

More students are being assessed with an OTJ in 2022 (103) compared with 2021(86).
All the overall 2022 results, percentage wise, are lower than the 2021 results.
Year 2 2021 and now Year 3 2022 continue to perform well in Reading, Writing and Maths.
For the Year 6 cohort, results are better in 2022 than 2021 for Reading, Writing and Maths.
Good improvements, results wise, have been made from cohort Year 5 2021 to Year 6 2022.
Maths results, school-wide, have performed well over the past two years.
The target is 85% (Large Majority) in Reading, Writing and Maths and presently we are
tracking well with Mid-year results: 77% Reading, 83% Writing and 83% Maths.
Year 1 results for all three subject areas are consistent from 2021 to 2022
Senior students, Yr 4’s in 2021 going to Yr 5 in 2022, and, Year 5 students in 2021 going to
Year 6, Reading has improved but Writing and Maths have dipped downwards slightly.
Year 5 Writing/Reading results are at 72%. This should be a focus.There are a number of
priority learners at this level.
Our Year 2 cohort appears to have a number of priority learners. What has changed from 2021
to 2022?
There has also been a change in three teachers since July 2021’s results.
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Gender - Boy’s and Girl’s comparative OTJ data

Observations:
● For a majority of year levels our male students are underperforming when compared to our
female students.
● There are more boys (62) than girls (41) in the school.
● Girls outperform their counterparts in Reading and Writing.
● Boys perform better in Maths results than girls, percentage wise.
● There is less disparity in results with Year 1 boys and girls in Reading, Writing and Maths.
● In Reading, Year 4 boys' achievement rates are lowest (36%).
● Year 2 girls have the lowest Reading, Writing and Maths results and require further support.
● Girls are performing well (90%) in Writing compared with their counterparts boys (79%).
● As a group, Girls have reached the Large Majority 85% target already mid-year In Reading
and Writing.
● Good to see Year 3 & Year 6 Boys and Girls achievement being mostly the same. Why is
this?
● Year 1 & Year 3 students, both boys and girls, are achieving well in Maths (100%).
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INTERNAL EVALUATION ANALYSIS
NOTICING
Scanning, Being aware of hunches, gut reactions and anecdotes, Knowing when to be deliberate and
intentional, Recognising the context and focus for evaluation - strategic, regular or emergent.
Reading: 2022 EOY target - School-wide ‘Large Majority’ of students to be AT or ABOVE for their
reading learning progression (85%)

READING MID-YEAR 77% (79/103 students) are AT or ABOVE
● Mid-year results are well placed for the end-of-year (EOY) target at 85% (88 students). This
requires at least a further 9 students to move from Below to AT.
● Year 3 is the highest performing year group in Reading with 100% (5/5 students) At or Above.
● Priority learners 1/13 moved from Below to AT.
● Year 1 (21) has the most students AT for Reading.
● Based on this data, the Reading ‘AT and Above’ result (77%) school-wide is the lowest,
compared with Writing (83%) and Mathematics (83%).
● Year 4 has the lowest number of students (11/19: 58%) ‘AT and Above’.
● 23% (24 students) are Well Below or Below. These are our former and current priority students.
● There are no Well Below students in Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 or Year 6.
● Reading has the highest amount of Above school-wide students (8/103) and percentage (8%),
compared with counterparts Writing and Mathematics.
● 2% or 2/103 students are Well Below in Reading school-wide and located in Year 4 and Year 5.
● 21% or 22/103 students are Below in Reading school-wide.
● Year 2 and Year 4 have the highest number of students Below school-wide.
● 12/15 (80%) of Māori students are achieving ‘AT or Above’ in Reading. EOY 2021 result was
8/8. No Māori tamariki achieved Above in Reading.
● The Year 2 cohort has the highest number of Māori students (4/15).
● The Year 6 cohort has 12/15 (80%) tamariki who are AT or Above in Reading.
● With regards to gender, Girls are achieving better compared to their counterparts for AT and
Above: Girls 35/41 (85%) and Boys 44/62 (71%).
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Writing: 2022 EOY target - School-wide ‘Majority’ of students to be At or Above for PaCT writing
year expectations (85%)

WRITING MID-YEAR 83% (86/103 students) are AT or ABOVE
● We are tracking well Mid-year (83%) for the ‘large majority’ (85%) target for the end-of-year (EOY).
To achieve this we need 3 more students to move from Below to AT in the next six months.
● Writing results illustrate it is our best performing subject area with 86/103 (83%) students.
● 16% (16 students) are Below. These students are our priority targeted tracked students.
● Year 1 (21) and Year 4 (17) have the most students AT for Reading.
● Above – there are only three students Above in Writing one in Year 2 and two in Year 4.
● Year 3 and Year 6 are the highest performing year groups in Writing with 100% AT.
● Of the 12 priority learners in Writing one Year 4 and one Year 6 moved from Below to AT in 2022.
● Writing has the most priority students move from Below to AT.
● There is only one student Well Below in Writing.
● There exists only 3 students (3%) Above in Writing. These are the same students who are
also above in Reading.
● Four year groups (Years 1, 3, 4 and 6) have results all above the ‘large majority’ target.
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● 11/15 (73%) of Māori students are achieving AT for Writing. This is their lowest result
compared with Reading (80%) and Maths (87%).
● The Year 6 cohort has 15/15 (100%) tamariki who are AT in Writing - this is outstanding.

Mathematics: 2022 EOY target - School-wide ‘Large Majority’ to be At or Above for mathematical year
stage expectations (85%)

MATHEMATICS MID-YEAR 83% (85/103 students) are At or Above for Maths
● Sound tracking Mid-year (83%) to our ‘large majority’ target (85%) by the end-of-year (EOY). This
is 3 students to move from Below to AT in 6 months.
● 16% (17 students) are Below. These students are our priority tracked students.
● There is one Well Below student in Mathematics.
● Year 1 (22) has the most students AT for Mathematics being 100% of the year group.
● Above – Mathematics has the second most students (4) Above after Reading (8). They are placed
in Year 4 (1 student), Year 5 (1 student), and Year 6 (1 student).
● Year 1 and Year 3 are the highest performing year group in Mathematics with 100% AT or Above.
● Of the 7 priority students, Year 5 (1) is the only year group where a student moved from Below to
AT.
● 13/15 (87%) of Māori students are achieving AT for Maths. This is above the EOY target.
● Year 6 has 87% (13/15) of its students achieving AT or Above in Mathematics
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● Year 6 has two students Below in Mathematics and one Above.

INVESTIGATING
Taking stock, Bringing together what we already know (data/information), Using existing tools or developing new
ones to gather data; Identifying relevant sources of data/evidence, Seeking different perspectives.

Reading
● Reading is usually a strong curriculum area at Glentunnel School. Past results indicate this to be
so: 2018: 85%, 2019: 91%, 2020: 86%, 2021: 83%. Why are we 77% Mid-year 2022?
Is it the investment in the junior years with Ready to Read, Better Start Literacy and our phonics
programme? Are we seeing a pattern re-emerging through Reading or is it the easiest learning
area to make accelerated progress? Reading must be mastered first before the other curriculum
areas. Is it because reading is more accessible to families through reading mileage and teaching
through home learning?
● What are teachers doing at Year 3 and Year 1 for them to be the highest performing year groups?
Or is it something else? Cohort ability, less learning needs, improved reading programmes? Time
factor which develops since Year 1, so results improve over time through mastery? Or are
Questioning and Comprehension skills being further advanced? Are word attack skills more
pronounced over time?
● Each priority learner has been identified with additional learning needs which can become a
barrier to their learning in Reading. For example, transience, behavioural issues, migrant and
language restriction (ESOL), recognised learning needs like dyslexia, ASD, APD; prosocial and
family support needs or long term strugglers in Reading.
● Why does Yr 2, 4 and 5 have the most students Below in reading?
● Why does Yr 4 & 5 have the majority of learners Below in Reading, Writing and Maths? - Are our
targets realistic? Too low? Achievable for all learners?
● How has Covid-19 2021/2022 disruptions affected our school-wide student outcomes and
learning, and teacher PLD momentum?
● Is the extensive collection of guided reading books being utilised fully to support guided reading
programmes in Years 4-6?
● Has the structured literacy programme made an impact? If so, why? If not, does it need longer
and a longer period for absorption and changes in teacher practice and teaching and learning
programmes.
● Reading as a subject is easier to transfer from school to home. So it is more accessible.
● Do parents feel more comfortable reading with their children instead of completing maths and
writing tasks?
● Reading fits into home routines.
● With Reading as a home learning task, this occurs more often with juniors.
● Do parents prioritise reading over other subject areas for home learning?
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Writing
● With the advent of PaCT writing and reading there exists an improved and consistent way of
tracking progress and identifying immediate next steps in Writing especially. School-wide results
over the past few years have been positive and trending in the right direction: 2018: 81%, 2019:
80%, 2020: 77%, 2021 84% and 2022 Mid-year 83%.
● With Writing being one of the more challenging areas of the curriculum to master, where progress
isn’t instantaneous, it is essential that the foundations are present for emergent and reluctant
writers, with daily writing, purposeful writing, structured literacy programmes offering learner
agency choice. Teacher PLD around teaching writing and using PaCT to arrive at specific next
steps is certainly helping with Brent Langford (Learning Rich) working alongside kaiako utilising
the RAPLD funding.
● Writing ‘At and Above’ results from Year 1 to 6 have been the most consistent compared with past
years? Why is this? Is it due to PaCT moderation and exemplar signposts and clear progressions
from the LPFs?
● The general wondering for writing progression improvement is that ‘The curriculum level change
from Level 1 to 2 for Year 3 and Year 4 students could be too steep to adjust with the increased
expectation and learning progression?’ Why are we not seeing this so much in the data?
● We know writing is harder to master than reading and mathematics, but we haven’t really
improved in Above outcomes from 2018 to 2022 with only three writers being Above mid-year.
You would think the RAPLD in Writing with Evaluation Associates/LearningRich will have a
positive effect on the writing programme but how long will this take to be seen in results? Is there
a lag period?
● We continue to moderate our writing and leadership look at perceived anomalies, but are all
results robust? Did we all use the triangulation method for OTJ’s in writing? - Each priority learner
has been identified with additional learning needs which can become a barrier to their learning in
Writing. For example, transience, behavioural issues, migrant and language restriction (ESOL),
recognised learning needs like dyslexia, ASD, APD; prosocial and family support needs or long
term strugglers in Writing.
● There exists a shift in the teaching of enjoyment for writing and daily writing, but when will we see
this in improved results for our priority learners? We certainly see this in a change in attitude and
confidence in classes.
● Are the children given enough time to write in class?
● Is there a passion for writing? Do the children see a purpose for writing? - We need to establish a
writers’ wall in the Library and showcase writing in newsletters but what is next? A School journal
of published tamariki work?
● Our Year 6 (100% 15/15) tamariki are having success in writing. Why are they more successful
than their counterparts? What has worked for these students needs to be known so we can
transfer these skills to others?
● Our Māori tamariki (77% 11/15) are not as successful in writing this year, but this can be
explained with our Māori numbers almost doubling in a year, so the 7 new students haven’t
necessarily had the same writing skills being taught by our current teachers
● Is writing with a pencil and spelling a barrier to writing? There is a clear link that regular
handwriting improves spelling through mind reinforcement of motor movement to forming synapse
connections. What about students who type their writing instead of using a pencil? Do they have
weaker spelling results?
● How has Covid-19 2021/22 disruptions affected our school-wide student outcomes and learning,
and teacher PLD momentum?
Mathematics
● Mathematics continues to be the strongest curriculum area at Glentunnel School. Past results
indicate this to be so: 2018: 85%, 2019: 92%, 2020: 84%; 2021: 93%, and 2022: 83% mid-year
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Why?
● Has the Numicon programme made a massive difference to our school-wide results?
● There is quite a big jump in expectations from Year 4 (Level 2) to Year 6 (Level 3) but the results
do indicate a slight trend upwards in achievement here. Is there a correlation?
● Interestingly there is one Well Below student in Mathematics. Another fact is Mathematics has 17
students Below expectation, with Reading having 22 and Writing 16. Why is this?
● 13/15 (87%) of Māori tamariki are having success in Mathematics. Why? What is their success to
improvement in this curriculum area?
● We have spent more time on analysis of maths data and teaching the known gaps through
inquiry learning in maths like statistics and basic facts. Has this made the difference to results?
● Are we connecting Maths to more real world settings, so that it becomes more known and
applicable, giving relevance and therefore embedded?
● Has Mathletics and Mathseeds made an impact on student learning with knowledge and strategy?
If so, why? If not, why not?
● How do we measure attitude and confidence? Have we seen increased confidence and agency
over the last year in our students or is this more dependent on the teacher’s teaching and skill
level?
● Each priority learner has been identified with additional learning needs which can become a
barrier to their learning in Mathematics. For example, transience, behavioural issues, migrant and
language restriction (ESOL), recognised learning needs like dyslexia, ASD, APD; prosocial and
family support needs or long term strugglers in Mathematics.
● What is working with tamariki who are making shifts with their mathematical understanding and
knowledge?
● What does classroom evidence look like in Mathematics?
● With Maths PLD 2 yrs ago in numicon and our approach with incorporating PaCT in 2022 in
teacher practice, we may see further shifts in student progress.
● What has been the impact of ‘talk moves’ and strategy-based teaching and learning in
classrooms. Are the majority of teachers using them regularly? Productive Talk is used
effectively in most classes.
● Māori tamariki success (13/15 87%) has had an increase in At. Why is this? Possibly mixed
ability, more hands-on activities, problem solving and relating to real world experiences,
Numicon, online maths programmes like Protégé, Mathletics and Mathseeds.
● How has collaborative planning and the learning progression framework PLD discussions
impacted on student results for the last year?
● Do students understand maths vocabulary? Are they being taught this effectively?
● How has Covid-19 2021 and 2022 disruptions affected our school-wide student outcomes and
learning?

COLLABORATIVE SENSE MAKING
Scrutinising our data with an open mind; Working with different kinds of data, both quantitative and qualitative;
Drawing on research evidence and using suitable frameworks or indicators when analysing and making sense
of our data.

Reading
● Acceleration usually occurs in Reading levels by the time students have reached their second
year in school. Is this why Year 3 data is AT 100% for our 5/5 students?
● Do our low class numbers and high intervention programmes with TA support directly impact
through improved school-wide results?
● Reading consistently continues to be one of our sound performing curriculum areas over time
because of our investment in teacher and teacher aide training, passion for reading, interventions
like Reading Recovery (2021), structured literacy, and phonics.
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● Does the impact of the different ‘learning styles’ of ECE and kindergartens impact on our Reading
development and exposure of each child to rapid progress in Reading for us as a school?
● Has there been an increase in formative assessment by class teachers, especially in Year 4-6?
● Has the PaCT tool been utilised effectively in reading?
● What great teaching is going on in classrooms for Reading and what does it look like across the
school?
● We have well organised classroom reading routines, with lots of opportunities to read, and be
read to, with related reading activities. Is this why we achieve consistent school-wide percentage
results in the high 70’s and mid 80’?
● Has Epic Books reading online improved our results?
● Would introducing online programmes such as Reading Eggs improve our results for WB and B
students and reinforcement for our At and extension for our Above readers?
● Would having a parent evening around reading for years 1 - 6 assist our results for improvement
further?
● Is our very well stocked school library being made use of effectively? Do we need more NZ
Books with different topics and localised content to help our learners’.
● Is the e-learning programme like STEPS more effective to fast track language development with
our 13 priority tracked learners?
● How is Six Year Net data being utilised to inform classroom programmes? Who holds the data?
Is the data shared?
● Is the daily explicit teaching of the Phonics programme in New Entrant, Year 1 and 2
supporting students to transfer knowledge to Reading and Writing.
● How effective is the Early Words programme for Years 1- 4?
● 2022 Professional Development for all teachers in STEPS has occurred and will continue to
assist all our students spelling, phonics, blends, sentence structures.
● Using online reading apps (Epic Books, Sunshine On-Line, Kiwi News) could certainly
engage our reluctant and low readers.
● Is the decision to invest in STEPs for all students having a positive impact on student
learning?
● Mixed ability common need reading groups and topic based inquiry reading has increased
engagement and interest.
● Reading mileage has supported some students when linked to privilege time.
● Can we get reading mileage volunteer(s) like grandparents to work with our priority
learners to boost learners’ reading skills, especially those tamariki who are not guided
reading at home?
Writing
● Our writing results have been consistent over the years ranging from 77%-84% At or Above.
What programmes/teaching strategies were used to help our school-wide results be so
consistent? How have some tamariki accelerated in writing more than others?
● How has our writing programme catered for student’s writing needs?
● Using the collated data, have areas been identified as gaps of learning?
● With the RAPLD in writing (2021/22) and Spirals of Inquiry since Term 1 2020, have we seen a
shift in the way teachers teach writing? Have students enjoyed writing more? Is it celebrated more
and displayed around the school and newsletters?
● When making an OTJ are we looking at the same writing structures as a staff, as we unpack
PaCT and become more familiar with this consistency tool?
● We are now moderating as a teaching team together with student writing and seeing the
progression of writing from one year level to the next.
● Could we use teachers' strengths in writing to share knowledge and plan collaboratively during the
balance of 2022?
● Weekly collaborative literacy planning for Year 1 & 2 classes continues to work well to ensure that
lessons show differentiation in meeting the needs of students at this level and setting the
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curriculum level expectations. The results speak for themselves in Rm 2 (100%) and Rm 3 (75%).
● Teachers have an improved understanding of how moderation works but we need to spend more
time with PaCT and our professional conversations for consistent writing approaches, progression
and marking. Video analysis and speaking in PLD sessions we believe has helped with
understanding and improved teaching and learning programmes across the school.
● More teachers are integrating the term inquiry into writing, so it is context based and writing is
occurring on a daily basis across the school. A good example is ‘Sustainability’ our Term 2-4
inquiry.
● A variety of digital tools continued to be widely used in effective ways - Seesaw, Book Creator,
Word Q, Pic Collage, Chromebooks and iPads for publishing and research used by most classes.
● A new approach of improvement in teacher practice, sharing of resources and collaboration every
Monday PLD session.
● Discussion of priority learners and finding the ‘gold’ in writing at staff PLD is very helpful. We have
linked this to Assessment for Learning with Evaluation Associates. - Focus on student goal setting
using the progression goal sheets will make a significant improvement to students focusing on
their learning, where this is not happening.
Mathematics
● Our school-wide results have ranged from 83% - 92% over the past 4 years. This stabilisation is
pleasing considering a 2020/21 turbulent year of Covid-19, which relied heavily on distance
learning until physical school became a consistent reality.
● Our mathematics assessments continue to tell us that problem solving questions create the most
strategy and learning opportunities for students. Linking inquiry questions to real world
experiences and authentic learning experiences certainly helps.
● There has been an increase in teacher maths progression knowledge, but a more consistent
approach is required through professional conversations and sharing of resources during
collaborative team planning.
● Priority student data is looked at more closely, as the students are tracked and greater
accountability of what is explicitly being taught and puzzles of practice discussed.
● Some assessments like PAT, GloSS and NumPa are being used as guides, but PaCT is still not
school-wide and needs to be after reading and writing focus.
● Some teachers are using PaCT to get an accurate OTJ with other formative assessment
approaches to help – conversations, book work, group observations, vocabulary TIP charts,
links to teacher’s appraisals etc.
● Data has been informing practice with PAT gaps in student results and school-wide gaps like
Fractions, Decimals and Percents being taught school-wide and linked to authentic learning
experiences like the ASB financial literacy and banqer in Yr 5/6.
● Maths support for teachers to co-plan and co-teach continues to be developed to improve
teacher practice.
● There continues a shift in classrooms from ability grouping to mixed ability grouping teaching.
This is a practice with continued momentum going into next year.
● More teachers are using project based maths tasks in classrooms. Explicit teaching of
mathematical concepts are taught within this as workshops. Productive maths talk is emerging in
most classes and the presence of students’ goals are more obvious and explicit since our 3 Way
Conference in Term’s 1 & 3.
● Maths vocabulary and TIP charts are used with specific strategy and knowledge, terminology,
student voice, and skills used to progress student learning through meaning, pictures and
examples.
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PRIORITISING TO TAKE ACTION
Considering possible options in light of the ‘what works’ evidence; Being clear about what needs to change and
what doesn’t; Identifying where we have the capability and capacity to improve; Identifying what external
expertise we might need; Prioritising our resources to achieve equitable outcomes.

Reading
● The 2022 Target Student Tracking Support Register clearly identifies students’ learning needs and
entry into early intervention programmes in-class and school-wide. We continue to build teacher
capability to meet these needs and professional development supports teachers and teacher
aides in classroom settings for diverse learners. We continue to track and monitor student
progress through priority students (TAI - Teacher as Inquiry) and identify Māori progress. Weekly
meetings are held to discuss intervention programmes by leadership for some students, referrals
made if required by the SENCO or Mana Ake and further support offered like IYT, phonics,
Numicon etc.
● Collaborative planning, local curriculum development and discussion in our newly formed Teina
and Tuakana teams during Monday meeting times identify what problems we are trying to solve
and what we need to improve on. RAPLD in PaCT with Brent Langford from Evaluation
Associates in helping to drive teacher practice in the area of Spirals of Inquiry. Observations and
one-on-one support by Brent are being used to help teachers identify needs to improve their
teaching, consistent planning and direction, learner agency and tracking student progress and
goal setting.
● Our continued focus on priority students with the class teacher and part of our RAPLD focus with
TAI (Teacher as Inquiry) where we engage with whānau, collect student voice, initiate
differentiated groups, promote learner agency, and track student progress.
● Priority Learners Tracked Reading results already show that of the 2 Well Below and 10 Below
Reading priority learners: 1 made less than a year’s progress from Below to AT (July 2022).
● ‘Passion Projects’ and Genius Hour are used to engage student interest through authentic
learning experiences, strengthens-based teaching, selection of topics across the school with the
focus on essential skills through real world settings like Local Curriculum, Cooking, Crafts etc.
● Unpacking reading assessment to inform practice - PAT’s, Probe/running records, spelling, word
attack skills, phonics, blends, comprehension, and assigning appropriate measures to improve
the students next steps through goal setting and parental involvement to support learning at
home.
● Distance Learning - input of parent/caregiver through seesaw, Zoom meetings to connect the
home and school learning environment. For example, sunshine reading.
● Community engagement - Māori Hui in Term 2, Kapa Haka, Matariki, and other connections with
whānau.
● Continued focus and updates with Structure Literacy programmes and PLD, Phonics, Best Start
Literacy Programme, Reading Mileage, and STEPS.
● Increased language across all Year groups e.g. Kapa Haka, sign language, poems, shared
reading, Values assembly.
● Shifts in improvement continue to be made but take more time for students with other learning
needs which hinder accelerated progress.
● New students with SLD have been referred to the RTLit or Speech & Language therapists. A
literacy intervention programme for students working Well Below their cohort is supported with
qualified and committed TA”s. Both students are making good progress in reading and writing.
Referrals are best made to the RTLit when the students are younger.
● We have employed an TA to work 12hrs a week in our junior classes.
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Writing
● The 2022 Target Student Tracking Support Register clearly identifies students’ learning needs and
entry into early intervention programmes in class programmes and school-wide. We build teacher
capability to meet these needs and professional development supports teachers and teacher
aides in classroom settings for diverse learners. We continue to track and monitor student
progress through target students (TAI - Teacher as Inquiry) and identify Māori progress. Weekly
meetings are held to discuss intervention programmes by leadership for some students, referrals
made if required by the SENCO and further support offered like IYT, phonics, Numicon etc.
● Collaborative planning, local curriculum development and discussion in our newly formed Teina
and Tuakana teams during Monday meeting times identify what problems we are trying to solve
and what we need to improve on.
● RAPLD in PaCT with Brent Langford from Learning Rich in helping to drive teacher practice in
the area of Spirals of Inquiry and Writing. Observations and one-on-one support by Brent is being
used to help teachers identify needs to improve their teaching, consistent planning and direction,
learner agency and tracking student progress and goal setting.
● Our continued focus on priority students with the class teacher and part of our RAPLD focus with
TAI (Teacher as Inquiry) where we engage with whānau, collect student voice, initiate
differentiated groups, promote learner agency, and track student progress.
● Priority Learners Tracked Writing Results already show that of the 12 priority learners there is
1 Well Below and 11 Below. Of these, two students have moved from Below to AT (making less
than a year’s progress).
● ‘Passion Projects’ and ‘Genius Hour’ are used to engage student interest through authentic
learning experiences, strengthens-based teaching, selection of topics across the school with the
focus on essential skills through real world settings like Local Curriculum, Cooking, Crafts etc.
● Internal PLD in teams and school-wide for teachers for writing progressions, unpacking PaCT
student assessment reports, student confidence (self-perception), moderation, what skills a good
writer displays, focus on planning best practice writing sessions, development of school student
exemplars, increased daily writing, and effective moderation.
● Continuation to develop existing and new teachers’ capacity and capability in teaching writing examples of good practice, digital resources, unpacking exemplar texts with students.
● Greater collaboration with writing planning, local curriculum development writing opportunities
(EOTC and other authentic learning experiences), and discussion in our Teina and Tuakana
teams during Monday meeting times. Developing and understanding the Literacy Learning
Progressions and PaCT and how to use them to ensure students are achieving at the level they
need to be. This has been developed through our 2020/21/22 RAPLD in Writing and Distance
Learning PLD during Covid-19 Alert 3 and 4 and The Traffic Light Settings..
● Improvement of co-constructed and monitored writing goals by teachers and students.
● Strategies to encourage, engage and accelerate boys in writing through interest base, learner
choice and increased writing opportunities on a daily basis.
● Continued early identification and focus on priority students with the class teacher as part of our
RAPLD focus - engaging with whānau, student voice, and tracking progress.
● Increase inquiry based learning opportunities - in term 1, 2 & 3 of physical school through writing
on topics of interest, speeches, class treaties and ‘Wai’ inquiry.
● Acceptance of our MoE Term 4 application for RAPLD in Writing for 2021/22 (80hrs) by Evaluation
Associates/Learning Rich (Brent Langford) and the development of a school-wide writing
programme, and look at teacher ‘drivers’ of their writing process and theories.
● RTLit (Jo) has supported a teacher working with a student on her register to develop the student’s
writing skills in class. Jo Andersonhas also led a PLD session with staff.
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Mathematics
● The 2022 Target Student Tracking Support Register clearly identifies students’ learning needs
and entry into early intervention programmes in class programmes and school-wide. We build
teacher capability to meet these needs and professional development supports teachers and
teacher aides in classroom settings for diverse learners. We continue to track and monitor
student progress through target students (TAI - Teacher as Inquiry) and identify Māori progress.
Weekly meetings are held to discuss intervention programmes by leadership for some students,
referrals made if required by the SENCO and further support offered like IYT, phonics, Numicon
etc.
● Introduction of MathSeeds and Mathletics to assist with reinforcement of concepts and
independent learning at home and within class settings.
● Collaborative planning, local curriculum development and discussion in our newly formed Teina
and Tuakana teams during Monday meeting times identify what problems we are trying to solve
and what we need to improve on.
● Teachers use assessment information from support programmes to assist with class planning
and groupings.
● RAPLD in PaCT with Brent Langford from Learning Rich in helping to drive teacher practice in the
area of Spirals of Inquiry. Observations and one-on-one support by Brent is being used to help
teachers identify needs to improve their teaching, consistent planning and direction, learner
agency and tracking student progress and goal setting.
● We are still to use PaCT in Mathematics school-wide for all teachers.
● Our continued focus on priority students with the class teacher and part of our RAPLD focus with
TAI (Teacher as Inquiry) where we engage with whānau, collect student voice, initiate
differentiated groups, promote learner agency, and track student progress.
● Priority Learners Tracked Mathematics Results already show that of the 1 Well Below and 6
Below Mathematics priority learners: 1 made less than a year’s progress moving from B to AT.
● ‘Passion Projects’ and ‘Genius Hour’ are used to engage student interest through authentic
learning experiences, strengthens-based teaching, selection of topics across the school with the
focus on essential skills through real world settings like Local Curriculum, Cooking, Crafts etc.
● Rich tasks and open-ended problems have been effective strategies in the teaching of
mathematics and will continue to be used. Proposed RAPLD in Maths 2023 (40-60hrs) will assist
teachers with their Maths programmes being more inquiry based, problem led, talk moves
enabled to create rich discourse, focused around student data misconceptions and allowing for
student workshops in ‘missed’ information. Data will inform practice and more formative
assessment measures used.
● Distance learning PLD with class teachers and parent/caregiver during online sessions involving
reinforcement of concepts through independent tasks, and building mathematical knowledge and
strategies for students.
● Continued collaborative planning in teams, school-wide teacher focus for the team, local
curriculum development and further discussion in our Teina and Tuakana teams during Monday
meeting times.
● Focussed approach on our priority students with the class teacher, and Team leader. Increased
engagement with whānau, student voice and goal setting, and tracking progress.
● Continued leadership and teacher, student and community engagement with the Māori Hui’s in
Term 2 and 4.
● Teaching of Maths based problem solving with class teachers.
● Continued focus on attitudes to maths and building confidence in our students. We are looking at
making sure that assessment practices, content coverage and delivery in maths is consistent
across the school.
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MONITORING AND EVALUATING IMPACT
Keeping an eye on the data for evidence of what is/is not working for all learners; Having systems, processes and
tools in place to track progress and impact; Developing progress markers that will help us to know whether we
are on the right track; Checking in with learners and their parents and whānau; Knowing when to adjust or change
actions or strategies.

Reading
● Teachers to use the agreed planning format for teaching Reading, so there is consistency
school-wide. Some plans have minor adaptations.
● Reading Learning Progressions are on planning documents to assist with planning to meet the
student’s needs.
● Team moderation of Reading progress using the reading progressions, support programmes,
summative and formative assessment.
● Continue empowerment programmes in 2022 - Early Words, Phonics, Structured Literacy,
STEPS, and Best Start Literacy programme.
● Increase spelling skills in Yr 4-6 by finding ways to integrate these into the whole school literacy
programme.
● Look for volunteers to complete ‘Reading Mileage’ in 2022/23. Look at ways to get more
parents/grandparents involved.
● Priority students continue to be well identified, monitored, tracked, and discussed during weekly
staff/PLD meetings. Targeted and purposeful intervention programmes continued to be used
throughout 2022 with some new ones added in. Applying best practice principles in the
classroom, assists with accelerating our target learners and reducing barriers to learning.
● NELP (National Education Learning Priorities) strategic initiative by the MoE is meant to provide
further funding for schools to support Kahui Ako collective approaches and individual schools to
assist priority learners progress through additional funding and expertise.
● A key focus on the ‘relationship’ between teacher and learner continues to be the main strategy
to help develop student progression by: understanding the learner’s background, motivation,
interests and passions, goal setting with them, and utilising differentiation in the class
programme. A good partnership with whānau is paramount to continue the student’s learning
progression and reinforcement of learning at home.
Writing
● Teachers to use the same planning format which includes phonics, spelling, PaCT progressions
and digital literacy for teaching Writing, so there is consistency school-wide. Some have minor
adaptations.
● PaCT Writing Learning Progressions are on planning documents to assist with planning to meet
the student's needs. These will be developed further in 2022/23 through RAPLD and will
continue to improve our processes and teach the progression of Writing.
● To publish and celebrate children’s writing in school newsletters and have a Writers’ Wall in the
Library. Next year, 2023 we plan to publish work as a GTS School Journal.
● Writing learning walls to display in classrooms by including children’s writing as exemplars.
● Extend writing moderation to include a range of classroom writing using a variety of writing
purposes. This could lead to more moderation and collaborative discussion at collaborative
team meetings.
● Priority students continue to be well identified, monitored, tracked, and discussed during weekly
staff/PLD meetings. Targeted and purposeful intervention programmes continued to be used
throughout 2022 with some new ones added in. Applying best practice principles in the
classroom, assists with accelerating our target learners and reducing barriers to learning.
● NELP (National Education Learning Priorities) strategic initiative by the MOE is meant to
provide further funding for schools to support Kāhui Ako collective approaches and individual
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schools to assist priority learners progress through additional funding and expertise.
● A key focus on the ‘relationship’ between teacher and learner continues to be the main
strategy to help develop student progression by: understanding the learner’s background,
motivation, interests and passions, goal setting with them, and utilising differentiation in the
class programme. A good partnership with whānau is paramount to continue the student’s
learning progression and reinforcement of learning at home.
● Develop further formative assessment practices and work collaboratively in our teams.
● Term 3 and 4 writing PLD has been planned and booked with Brent Langford and will build on
the skills and learning which occurred prior to this year. Our focus continues to improve and
develop effective Writing school-wide using PaCT in the classroom, school-wide, use video
self-assessment tools for teacher practice, having effective teachers of writing, and increasing
student’s joy and love of writing.
Mathematics
● Empower teachers through coaching and team approaches to use the Learning progression
frameworks to support their planning and teaching and learning programme.
● Increase Mathematical thinking through problem-solving equations and utilising materials to
complement thinking.
● Use peer walkthroughs as an opportunity to observe other teachers’ good practice and reflect on
our own through video in 2022.
● Develop formative assessment practices further.
● Collaborative team planning for big ideas and rich tasks.
● Continued engagement of ‘talk moves’.
● Priority students continue to be well identified, monitored, tracked, and discussed during weekly
staff/PLD meetings. Targeted and purposeful intervention programmes continued to be used
throughout 2022 with some new ones added in. Applying best practice principles in the
classroom, assists with accelerating our target learners and reducing barriers to learning.
● Priority students continue to be well identified, monitored, tracked, and discussed during weekly
staff/PLD meetings. Targeted and purposeful intervention programmes continued to be used
throughout 2022 with some new ones added in. Applying best practice principles in the
classroom, assists with accelerating our target learners and reducing barriers to learning.
● NELP (National Education Learning Priorities) strategic initiative by the MOE is meant to provide
further funding for schools to support Kahui Ako collective approaches and individual schools to
assist priority learners progress through additional funding and expertise.
● A key focus on the ‘relationship’ between teacher and learner continues to be the main strategy
to help develop student progression by: understanding the learner’s background, motivation,
interests and passions, goal setting with them, and utilising differentiation in the class
programme. A good partnership with whānau is paramount to continue the student’s learning
progression and reinforcement of learning at home.
● Develop further formative assessment practices and work collaboratively in our teams.
● Apply for RAPLD and book further Maths PLD in 2023 with Mathletics (3P Learning), Numicon
and other specific programmes to assist teacher development.
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2022 GTS Strategic and Implementation Measures to Raise Student Achievement
All measures come out of the 2020-2022 School Charter, and the formation of the 2022 Annual Plan
● Momentum from the 2021 RAPLD writing to improve the teaching and learning of writing school-wide with
80 additional hours being funded in 2022.

● Early identification of students with learning needs and interventions for learning support by the class
teacher and SENCO. Reviewed at weekly staff/PLD meetings and assigning additional support and
inventions where appropriate.
● Teacher Team inquiry built into collaborative planning and appraisals, focussing on puzzles of practice and
priority learners.
● Regular contact with parents, teachers and students to assist student learning (Meet the Teacher, 3 Way
Conferences, emails, goal setting, parent interviews of assessment results - strengths, weaknesses and
NLS).
● Student interest (soft data) and strengths and weaknesses - involvement of parents, teacher and student’s
to set goals and identify learning needs and how these will be met through.
● Development of teacher capability in collaborative planning and improving teacher practice - BES and
video self-assessment and collaborative collegial sharing of practice.
● Greater awareness of learners - sharing a document for all staff, so that all staff know our priority learners,
who is supporting them and what learning programmes the students are involved in.

● Early identification of Gifted and Talented students. Extension programmes encouraged to support and
extend student learning with the continuation of: Passion Time; Play, Make, Create; Composting;
Enviroschools etc.
● Continuous data review by school leadership, teams and monitoring intervention programmes - ESOL,
Special Education, ICS, RTLB and other agency support programmes.
● Tracking and review of priority learners and general progress of students through Internal Evaluation
reports and updates for all students. Linking these to school-wide vision, annual plan, goals and targets.
● Leadership team meeting with class teachers to moderate and discuss school-wide data and compare this
against annual student target progress.
● Analysis of our data from school values reports and linking this to improved hauora and school-wide
teaching and embedding of our values.
● Regular teacher observation by peers of teaching and learning programmes, weekly staff meetings around
student progress and best practice, teachers sitting with team leaders once a term to discuss student
progress and interventions.
● Better communication with all staff across the school and explicit conversations around student learning in
PLD: what is working well, good practice and how to improve teaching and learning programmes
● The continued use of PaCT to enhance reading, writing and mathematics assessment.
● Increase in school budget amount in learning support (staffing, programmes, interventions) to help our
struggling learners in reading, writing and mathematics (also see MOE initiative below).
● NELP (National Education Learning Priorities) strategic initiative by the MOE is meant to provide further
funding for schools to support Kahui Ako collective approaches and individual schools to assist priority
learners progress through additional funding and expertise.
● Tracking by the class teacher of priority learner groups in Reading, Writing and Mathematics.

● Learning Support team assigning learning support to assist student learning. Meeting regularly and
discussing student progress or regression and providing additional support where appropriate.
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● Increase in formative assessment approaches and accurate use and interpretation. Minimising reliance on
but utilising standardised assessments (e-asTTLe writing, PAT’s, GLOSS, JAM) to inform and improve
teaching and learning programmes.
● Student buy-in during inquiry themes, and greater student agency through focused co-constructed goal
setting.
● For our Māori tamariki and all tamariki we need to continue to enhance their learning experiences,
development and cultural connectivity and competence through the Te Tiriti o Waitangi strategic measures
and developing our local curriculum (Treaty principles: protection, power, participation and partnership);
partnering with a Kaumatua or Rangatira; increased authentic experiences related to tikanga; further
development with te reo Māori across the school; focus on Te ao Māori and working on our school kawa and
from this tikanga and Taumutu Marae visits; development of the NZ Histories curriculum and iwi history and
partnership in the Malvern District; introducing Matariki annual celebrations and focus; the continuation of our
weekly Kapa Haka programme, and Kāhui Ako kura performances; and the development and engagement of
our Māori parents/caregivers at our Hui’s.
● Formulating, developing and using the Local Curriculum to drive student engagement and development by
cementing new learning and community engagement.
● A robust and accurate assessment programme using student data to inform practice. Time schedule for
the year of formal, informal and teacher observation, seesaw uploads of student work & conversations.
● Intervention programmes: ESOL & STEPS inclusive interventions with TA support.
● Continuation of Hui’s during Terms 1 & 3 with BOT, staff and parent collaborative events. This is linked into
the School Charter 2021-2024 and Annual Plan.

● Staff School-wide PLD in reading, writing and mathematics; moderation in assessments: GLOSS, JAM,
PACT, Running Records, Numicon; e-Learning and Seesaw
● Moderation of OTJ’s for students against progressions (curriculum levels) with team discussions and
increased learner agency using the PaCT tool.
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